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Dhimurru Rangers, toolbox meeting in the morning before day one of the forum

Djawa Yunupingu, traditional owner for Gulkula welcoming forum participants to country
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Introduction
Djawa Yunipingu (senior Gumatj traditional owner, Dhimurru Deputy Chairperson, and one of
Dhimurru’s original Rangers) and Rarrtjiwuy Herdman (Dhimurru Chairperson), welcomed everybody
to country and to the Forum on behalf of Dhimurru. Participants were encouraged to “mix and share
ideas”, and to look forward to an exciting sharing ideas, time building confidence, and creating
communication and ideas networks between each other and their Ranger groups.
The Forum was held over 3 days at Gulkala, and attended by more than 100 Rangers, Ranger
Coordinators/facilitators and administrators from 10 Ranger groups, as well as representatives from
several key partner agencies. The Rangers travelled from locations all over eastern and central Arnhem
Land and gave presentations about their current work, the challenges they face, and the things they
have achieved.
The Forum also heard presentations from key agency representatives about their organisations’ roles
and the ways they have and would like to continue supporting Rangers in Eastern Arnhem Land. Some
Ranger managers also gave short workshop sessions about their approaches to natural and cultural
resource management, and others spoke about new (and old) technology and how it can be applied
to land and sea management work.
The Forum also gave participants a chance to meet and talk and share ideas informally before and
after the sessions, and during mealtimes, and formally during the breakout/workshop sessions. A
theme of these sessions was to pull together new and big ideas that could support groups to move
forward in their work, and also for individual Rangers in their personal and professional capacity. Many
of the groups identified the challenges they faced, and many spoke to the ways they are overcoming
these challenges and barriers.

The Goals of the East Arnhem Land Ranger Forum
•
•
•
•

Bring East Arnhem Land Rangers together so we can meet face to face and share stories
Provide a platform for Rangers to make and listen to presentations and about our current work
and the challenges we face locally, regionally and nationally
Provide an opportunity to listen to the stakeholders who support us in our work so we can
generate new ideas and talk about what works well and what could be improved
Assemble a Report about the Forum that includes important statements and
recommendations about keeping Caring for Country strong from the individual and collective
viewpoints of Rangers and Caring for Country stakeholders.

Thomas Amagula (Dhimurru Executive Support, and Forum Coordinator), in his introduction said that
to achieve these “big goals”, the Forum was structured to give Rangers a platform to share best
practice information, which could not only strengthen local groups, but could also help strengthen
regional capacity.
How this knowledge transfer could be achieved throughout the Forum is by sharing knowledge about
best practice in plain language, talking about common challenges, and hearing from each other about
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methods discovered by some groups about how to overcome those challenges. Some of the shared
practical information could assist Rangers to understand climate change; support their adaption to the
impacts of climate change, and influence policies towards more sustainable practice.

Summary of Ranger Presentations
Dhimurru speakers highlighted the importance of two – way learning, and the need to have a strong
and frequently referred to vision. They also said it is important for Rangers to reference their IPA
Management Plan to make sure actions are relevant and strategic, in their case managing Ngakapi.
Yirralka speakers said they have management responsibility for the Laynhapuy IPA (17,322km2), that
includes 14 homelands, and 57 staff, most of whom are remotely based. They have Cultural advisors
who represent various regions. Their big challenge is the fact Yirralka Rangers are spread over huge
areas, and their resources and lines of communication are spread extremely thinly, and in a time of
rapid change (weeds, increased visitors and commercial activity, growth of remote towns) they need
to stay in control and focused. They have had successes in feral animal management over the past 7
years (since 2008).
Anindilyakwa speakers said as a predominantly sea country IPA they managed 7000km2 Sea, 3000km2
of land. Being an island archipelago they have a good natural barrier for weeds, and other invasive
species, but their big challenge is the need to always have to be alert to breaches in a place that has
high access through both the mine and tourism. They are currently supporting 40 learning on country
activities with the 4 schools on Groote Eylandt.
Numbulwar speaker gave a summary given on the Ranger’s behalf, which indicated they are still
actively collecting ghost nets, undertaking training through CDU. This group is reforming and in the
early stages of development. The big challenge for Numbulwar is geographic isolation and severe
access limits to their community and surrounding country compounded by very high transport costs.
Yugal Mangi speakers said that they operate in collaboration with Numbulwar for sea patrols. They
also undertake the full range of weed activities, particularly mimosa pigra; camera trapping as part of
biodiversity surveys set up after burning; marine debris /ghost nets clean up; taking school kids out on
country; fire management; and water quality monitoring.
Arafura Swamp Ranger Aboriginal Corporation (ASRAC) speakers said they comprise 4 separate but
strongly culturally linked Ranger groups within the Arafura swamp, Doyinji, Ramingining,/Nangalala
area of central north east Arnhem Land. They anticipate independence within the next 12 months
from their current Northern Land Council (NLC) host. Their work has provided a focus for land
management in the area, including: weeds – Mimosa Pigra, and candle bush; feral animal management
and erosion control. The big challenge is achieving their need for operational and infrastructure funds;
they are also planning to establish both junior and Women’s Ranger programs as part of their
structure.
Crocodile Island Rangers (CIR) speakers referred to their Indigenous Executive Committee, and its
importance to keep Ranger work focussed on relevant locally important issues like cultural
maintenance. CIR, like all Ranger groups is funded by Working on Country (WOC) but they are only
confirmed until 2017. They have been promised funding for beyond 2017, but the uncertainty causes
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anxiety, and there is pressure to find external funding, and the big challenge is fulfilling the
requirements to meet the need to become self-reliant.
They said it is easy to spread yourself too thinly, and they have engaged a strategic planner in order to
plan for their future, and to maintain core focus. Funding out of Prime Minister & Cabinet (PM&C) has
less focus on environment (and more on employment and ‘community’) but the Rangers focus is the
natural and cultural environment. There are big concerns about loss of cultural knowledge, and to this
end Rangers try hard to get kids out on country, this is a big challenge and hard work competing with
things like the computer game X-box.
The Rangers are also putting together a Bush Ngatha book; participating in Ranger exchanges through
Marthakal Miyalk Rangers, Canadian Rangers and working with Norforce; they have established a
culturally sanctioned Guriba Sea turtle sanctuary; and a Junior Ranger program.
Mimal Rangers speakers said that one of their big challenges is “going independent” from the NLC;
they have participated in Healthy Country Planning, funded by Bush Heritage to complete long term
planning for the management of their country. They are doing fire management; cultural site
protection; protection and restoration of a seriously degraded billabong; feral animal management;
and are closely collaborating with Gulun Gulun Buffalo Company to avoid conflict around burning and
feral animal management; the big challenge here is to achieve a good balance between commercial
use and good land management outcomes. They are conducting cultural camps with schools, and have
a Women’s Ranger group (Mimal have employed women Rangers for years but not as a “women’s
group).
Gumurr Marthakal (GM) speakers said that they hope to achieve an IPA declaration by early 2017.
They are undertaking Biosecurity patrols; some feral pig control, but cane toads are a big challenge,
they are supporting Learning on Country (LOC) school activities; and participating in Ranger exchanges.
They are actively pursuing training in Certificate 11 in Conservation and Land Management (CLM), and
Coxswain Grade 2; engaging in Search & Rescue joint training program with Police.
The Rangers are still linked to the original “island ark” Quoll relocation project started 14 years ago
with the NLC and the NT Parks & Wildlife Commission, and are well equipped to continue to do such
remote research work. Another big challenge is that it is difficult to service their areas of responsibility
on the adjacent mainland as the group are island based.
GM has a new Headquarters, and a new Ranger facilitator role starting June 2016. The Ranger Manager
is proposing biodiversity surveys with ANU, a survey of a WW2 site on Marchinbar Island, and a Wessel
Islands ARC linkage Grant application with Flinders University.
Djelk Rangers, while from west Arnhem Land, attended as observers, but soon became very active
participants. Djelk started in 1995, and in 2009 established their IPA. They anticipate declaration of
their Sea Country IPA later in 2016. It has been a big challenge for Djelk managers to pursue a matter
originally decided and agreed by more than 100 clans after delays lasting nearly 7 years. Djelk have 27
employees, and actively operate Land, Sea and Daluk (women) Ranger groups within the Djelk
structure.
Djelk have led the fight against illegal fishing, and fishing on sacred sites, achieving 6 prosecutions over
the past several years. They have big challenges managing feral buffalo, and with marine debris. Djelk
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actively operate crocodile egg collection (3 times in wet season, incubator, grow out pen, and sell
young crocodiles to Darwin purchasers).

Partner Agency Updates
Throughout the Forum partner agencies representatives gave presentations about their organisations’
experiences and current and potential inputs to support Ranger Groups. Presentations were given by:
Rod Kennett from the Institute for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (IATSIS); PEW
Foundation, Caring for Country Campaign; Alys Stevens, Regional Biodiversity Scientist, Department of
Land and Resource Management (DLRM); Paul Mery, Environmental Programs, Prime Minister &
Cabinet (PM&C); Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA); Fisheries Team, NT Department of
Primary Industry and Fisheries; Northern Australia Quarantine Strategy (NAQS) Team, Australian
Department of Agriculture; Keith Saalfeld, NT DLRM, Paul Donohoe, Territory Natural Resource
Management (TNRM); Tom Price, NT Weeds Branch, DLRM.

Summary of Key Presentation Points
The IATSIS representative said they are concerned that the history of developing land and sea
programs, and other important materials about Ranger program development and Caring for Country
forums and associated reports are not being collated and stored - where are they? IATSIS would like
to see the formation of a Caring for Country archive that is internet accessible, with proper
management including public and restricted access.
The proposed idea of the AIATSIS archival project was supported by all groups present, but it was
emphasised that there is a need for tight controls on what information is stored and how it is used,
and accessed, especially if it is culturally sensitive.
The Pew Foundation, Caring for Country Campaign representative said they aim to lobby for: doubling
of caring for country funding, extend length of funding contracts, and provide for long term national
funded program with up to 5000 Rangers.
The PM&C representative said that the main part of programs with the exception of Indigenous
Protected Area (IPA) funding is now under PM&C, and CFC is now being aligned more with Indigenous
Advancement Strategy objectives rather than those of a core environmental program.
The Regional Biodiversity Program (DLRM) science representative spoke about the strong
partnerships and working arrangements that the program has with some Ranger groups in the key
areas of 1. Sea Country, 2. Threats - land and freshwater and, 3. Threatened species. In spite of the
limitations of funding it is important to build on current partnerships with Ranger groups, they are
crucial for monitoring; The Program offers assistance with things like:
•
•
•

Sea Country Sea animal stranding and species ID, important to combine baseline data for NT
wide monitoring. Changes in seagrass and mangroves, heat stress through climate change
Support from DLRM for turtle nesting programmes, mitigation and protective strategies
Threats on Land Monitor small mammal decline through science and traditional knowledge.
Multiple threats, baseline ecosystem has changed i.e. feral cats, big hot fires, buffalo, and
weeds. Adaptive predatory behaviour of feral cats threatening small mammal species. Holistic
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•
•

land management important to reduce feral cat predation. Ranger groups holding back the
tide of extinction. Some islands are important cat and toad free habitats
Threatened Species Nine priority species threatened by ferals and fire. Ranger groups are
important data collectors through the Fauna WildWatch website
DLRM can help with- New techniques for monitoring like camera traps. DLRM want to know
about rock wallabies, can help with feral animal management on islands, and will help develop
management actions, data management systems and meta-analysis. DLRM have a camera
trap database and will provide training.

The Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority (AAPA) representative spoke generally about the role of
the AAPA in Looking after Cultural Sites under the provisions of the NT Aboriginal Sacred Sites Act. It
provides three main services which are:
-

Registration of sacred sites (the Board approves registration of sites)
Inspection of the Register
Issuing Authority Certificates

The AAPA can also provide training to Rangers, map sites, work with police for radar detection of
transgression of sacred site closure lines on water, prosecute people for damaging sacred sites,
provide early advice to others such as miners, road construction etc. so they don’t cause damage, and
AAPA maintains a huge amount of information (sites, genealogy, kinship etc) which is kept in
confidence under the law. Registering sacred sites can help protect sacred areas.
The Federal Member for Lingiari stated the importance of Rangers looking after country for Australia,
and building on your strengths to look after your country. He emphasised the importance of managing
fire, and said that Whitefellas clearly don’t know everything. He acknowledged the work that Rangers
do, and said that Land Rights are important because it allows you to look after your country.
* The Federal Minister for Indigenous Affairs (and NT Senator) was also invited but did not attend.
The NT Fisheries team presentation acknowledged that Fisheries has been and remains a key partner
for coastal Ranger groups, training 120 Aboriginal sea Rangers since 2009, including 34 Rangers trained
in compliance. Additional points made were:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Rangers are the eyes of the coast, and marine compliance training has other possible
applications (subject to NLC agreement) like Permit management
Development of skills and strategies so that Yolngu can police their own country; there is a
huge area of coastline to monitor. Noted that new Fisheries legislation will facilitate (suitably
qualified) Ranger compliance powers from 1st January 2017
High number of prosecutions from Arnhem Land bolstered Fisheries capacity to further assist
Rangers, and there is more support available.
The Indigenous Community Marine Ranger Program (ICMRP) reporting has improved
Increasing powers comes with increased training and skills; and the application of a Code of
conduct – expectation that things are done lawfully.
The need for a pictorial depiction explaining Aboriginal Coastal licences was raised, and further
discussion about the commercial nature of Aboriginal coastal licences.
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The Australian Department of Agriculture and Fisheries – Northern Australia Quarantine Service
(NAQS) team presentation referred to the long history and partnership between NAQS and Caring for
Country. They emphasised that NAQS is about surveillance not compliance and managing unique
biosecurity risks. Over time 64 Ranger groups have over 400 Rangers operating in the northern
operation. They target Foreign Fishing Vessels (FFV), animal health and plant surveys, and when
Rangers do a good job, they get more work.
The next key step to evolve the partnerships with an EA Ranger collective would be a Biosecurity
network for the region and nationally. An Australian Government Policy White paper promotes the
need for an Indigenous network.
The DLRM representative gave a commentary about buffalo numbers in Arnhem Land; the Arnhem
Land Survey results and report available. He said there is an enormous increase in Buffalo in Central
North Arnhem Land, but gentle decrease in other southern areas. He said key considerations for
management:
•
•

•

Get rid of as much as you can in order to return environmental conditions
Managing damage that they caused but recognise buffalo have value. A balanced program
involving harvest and control. Value of wild herd has value v tolerance of environmental
damage that herd causes (where there is a long-term economic vision)
Pigs – baiting program needs to be incorporated in any control program, and pig trapping in
the wet tropics is very difficult.

The Territory Natural Resource Management (TNRM) representative spoke about the 2016-2020
Integrated Natural Resource Management (INRM) Plan; he said that Regional Plans are also available.
The INRM Plan takes existing information from IPA Plans into account and also addresses what is
required to support establishment of IPAs.
The Weeds Branch (DLRM) representative gave a comprehensive overview about the spread of weeds
in the Arnhem Land region stating that it is:
•
•
•
•

•

Arnhem Land is a relatively undisturbed region but all types of vehicles rapidly spread weeds.
Must check and clean equipment, gear before moving to another area.
Early intervention and prevention is the best management approach
Given that there are only three (3) weeds officers, the importance of Rangers reporting back
to Weeds Branch is critical, and they need to report suspicious sightings to Weeds Branch
Priority species are: Mimosa pigra, Gamba, Bellyache Bush, Cabomba, Grader grass, Pond
apple, Olive Hymenachne, Rubbervine, Prickly Acacia, and Parkinsonia. Coffee Bush and Neem
are also a potential problem in the region
Weeds already represent a huge environmental problem for biodiversity and cultural sites,
that unless managed could get even bigger.
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Women Rangers gathered to discuss their djama

Rangers shared their stories on what they do in their own IPA
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Presentation from Crocodile Rangers and they are very close to declaring their IPA

Yirralka Women Rangers, present on their bush medicine products
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Excursion to one of Dhimurru’s Recreation Area’s
Maccassan Beach (Wurrwurruwuy) is now on the National Heritage List
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Ranger Group Presentations and Information Sessions
Dhimurru - Learning on Country (LoC)
Learning on Country is something that all Rangers do implicitly, but this program makes a strong and
formal connection between land and sea management and the school based on a two way
“curriculum” using the two knowledge systems (traditional Aboriginal and Western scientific). Many
Education Department teachers and other bureaucrats need to learn this both-ways approach. There
are currently five locations: Maningrida (Djelk), Galiwinku (Gumurr Marthakal), Yirrkala (Dhimurru),
Laynhapuy Homelands (Yirralka), Groote Eylandt (Anindilyakwa Land Council).
Aims of LoC
-

Pass on knowledge and practice, and build confidence
Culturally responsive secondary school curriculum
Students attend and are engaged in school
Students complete secondary and VET qualification (Conservation and Land Management)
Pathways to jobs and further study.

Principles of LoC
-

Students, Rangers, teachers, old people learning on country together
Yolgnu/Bininj ownership and leadership
Both-ways applied to looking after country and teaching and learning
Respectful, strong and equal partnerships
Built around the roles of Rangers, and their land management and cultural business work.

Dhimurru - Enforcing Yolngu Rom (Marine Turtles)
Green turtles have more threats than they used to (Ghost nets, Marine Debris and overharvesting).
People can address overharvesting by respecting traditional law, and not taking too many. Green
turtles are hunted around world. Protection in Australia has led to Green Turtle not being considered
threatened in the NT any longer.
They are important totemic species, and traditional songs are full of ecological knowledge. There is
frustration by custodians when too many turtles are taken or overharvested, with some people taking
every turtle they see, which is not the traditional way. Custodians want people to respect turtles and
only take one at a time and not be greedy.
The question is how do we deal with this issue as a Ranger group? We as Rangers need to support and
respect Yolgnu Rom through the Ranger group but that can be complicated. Rangers might see people
doing the wrong thing but don’t have cultural authority to stop it. We need a sensible conversation
about what we can do, and then take that to the affected Traditional Owners.
Presentation: Dhimurru - Training
Out on country encouraging other Rangers to learn Yolngu way to learn with confidence… [Gatha
Mununggurr]. Training is core Dhimurru business, as is the importance of learning Yolngu ways to
being a Yolngu Ranger.
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Galtha is like Rom: school kids come to Galtha to learn history and about ceremony and learn
discipline. This helps them to adapt to a functional two way learning system. Being a role model is
important. We work together to achieve this on our own country teaching in the Yolngu way.
Rangers are part of a healthy intergenerational transfer of knowledge which is the key to successful
caring for Country work. The Importance of two-way learning gives Rangers power to continue.
Dhimurru have gone through course content to pick and choose important skills that Rangers need to
develop.
•
•
•
•
•

Rangers now being asked what direction that they want to follow.
Leadership and management – units for senior Rangers.
Training delivered in conjunction with educational institutes.
Dhimurru holds Ranger records, and allows them to know where they stand in relation to all
training and vocational matters.
Yirralka Rangers have a system based on the Dhimurru model.

Anindilyakwa Land Council - Ranger Career Development
The key parts of the development program are:
•
•

•
•

Transparency, Ranger skill development and motivation to setting/achieving goals.
Identifying career pathways including: Time, commitment, training, workplace responsibility,
and practical skills/knowledge. This information for each Ranger is checked against 12
separate criteria which need to be met for progression to the next level.
Numeracy and Literacy input provided 2 weeks before the delivery of the training.
Establishment of administrative and training coordinator allows this to occur, and it requires
a lot of input from the coordinators, it is a big challenge, but achieves great results.

Gumurr Marthakal - Satellite Communication and Tracking
The GM Rangers response to the need for a “broad application” communications system/network
across Arnhem Land has been to utilise the Cobham PTT systems. It offers a wide range of benefits
that appear to be cost effective and able to access the best available technology/communications
method automatically.
The Cobham’s applications include straight voice communications that can automatically switch
between satellite, mobile and UHF, live tracking, emergency activation, and the creation of virtual
“geo-fences” that notify base if an area is accessed.
Gumurr Marthakal - Drone Technology and Data Collection
The Ranger Manager showed a very long Drone Video created using a Phantom 3 Professional. Uses
for the drone included: Search and rescue, enhanced and safe access for short term monitoring
exercises, and it saves time and resources/money when used instead of high cost equipment. CASA
regulations will clarify rules and regulations for usage.
Crocodile Island Rangers - Ranger Field Equipment
Ranger manager gave an entertaining and very useful demonstration of useful field equipment, and
their uses. Participants enthusiastically requested this be a feature at future forums.
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Yirralka - Fire Management
The Yirralka presentation summarised their intent to participate in Carbon Farming as part of the
Arnhem Land Fire Abatement (NT) Ltd work. Many of the Ranger groups attending the Forum are
either already participating (Mimal, Djelk) or are now party to the ALFA Ltd arrangements (Yugal
Mangi, ASRAC).
For Yirralka it is their first year in the Savannah burning project. They emphasised that early dry season
burning important, and needs to include a mix of ground and aerial preventative burning.

Winston Thompson from the Yugal Mangi Rangers reporting back on a group discussion
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Brendan and Gatha talking on how we manage a recreation area within the Dhimurru IPA

Djalinda talks about the five sites across Arnhem Land trialing the Learning on Country Program
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Summary of Discussions from Presentations
Our own language is our first language… and this is the language of caring for country
At the start of the second day, a Panel of the previous days’ speakers was convened to answer
questions, subsequent presenters answered questions at the end of their sessions. The following
summary attempts to capture the main points coming from the presentations.
The DLRM representative was asked if the DLRM Biodiversity unit is looking at options to create
positions to be embedded with Ranger groups, the response was yes but the limiting factor is money.
Considerable interest and discussion was held about Learning on Country (LoC). The question: How
can you expand the LoC Program to other parts/groups? Started a good discussion, and it was stated
that five locations have been selected so far but there is opportunity for every Ranger group in top
end to do LoC. It is an important activity to create a pathway between people of the younger
generation and Ranger groups. LOC works and is important to establish connectivity to build Caring
for our country from schools.
The LoC Steering Committee is keen to see every school develop a LoC program. The original LoC Plan
provides a basic “How to” manual describing the principles, and structure that may be adaptable to
other places. LOC is one way to redress the situation of the NT Education Department presenting a
curriculum without any relevance to Aboriginal culture.
The local member for Nhulunbuy (Lyn Walker) commented positively by saying: Should we be elected,
there is a big focus on community driven schools. A Labor Government would allow community driven
schools to have input into their agenda, and guide two way learning… reconfigure school councils to
establish a board with a community Ranger and other key agencies.
The matter of stronger community control over sea turtle harvest was raised by a senior traditional
owner from Wiyagiba, he said communities should monitor turtle take and take responsibility for it.
The panel response was that it is: a good idea and helps Rangers engage on a community level. Beware
of media negative spin... Need to be careful about what information is collected.
The point was correctly made that early season burning for East Arnhem Land is later than other
Arnhem Land locations to the south and west. This variation has been accommodated in burning
arrangements (eg. differences between south and north-west) under the old West Arnhem Land Fire
Abatement Agreement (WALFA) for more than a decade.
It was stated that it is important that carbon money goes back into Ranger groups to assist with burning
efforts, and other land management work, and that it is critical to always involve senior TOs.
It was also stated that no early fires are visible on NAFI map. There is a need to be careful describing
“good” and “bad” fires as this will be dependent on each regions’ characteristics (rainfall, vegetation
and seasonality) as landscapes and their usual fire regimes vary. One size does not fit all for effective
mosaic burning.
The need to manage researchers when they carry out research on country is important, it is critical
that research is guided by your Management Plan, and that all research is covered by an ethics
agreement, a clear proposal, Indigenous control and management of Indigenous Intellectual and
Cultural Property, a clear and transparent research agreement is essential, and most importantly is
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agreed by culturally senior TOs and managers. NAILSMA has a very good research template that is
available to Ranger groups for adaptation to their specific situation.
Djelk, like Dhimurru are well established, long term (20 plus years) Ranger groups, and the big
challenge for all groups is always maintaining a strong, well trained and focussed group of Rangers
that can adapt to a rapidly changing environment on tight budgets, backed by strong governance and
administrative support.
The big challenge for all groups is almost too big to contemplate, and that is adapting to, and preparing
for the ongoing consequences of climate change and social change. The CIR group reminded us that
X-Boxes are as big a challenge as extreme weather.
The big ideas “moving forward” are:
•

That all Ranger groups need to have and follow a clear Vision, that is backed by a good governance
structure, policies and procedures to facilitate the achievement of the Vision

•

Strong accountable governance structure driven by senior cultural leaders

•

Awareness that “our Ranger work is important”, and that our languages are the languages of caring
for country

•

The importance of actively recognising that land and sea management has a cultural dimension

•

Working and learning is a two way action where both cultures and knowledge systems have great
value if they are shared and used in a proper way

•

Good research direction can achieve good action and this gets positive results over time

•

Reintroducing good fire management needs to be responsive to different regional vegetation and
weather conditions, includes monitoring using both Knowledge systems, and has the ability to
demonstrate cultural, economic and environmental benefits

•

Feral animals are out of control and need a big coordinated management effort, and the capacity
to form highly trained and coordinated “strike teams”: made up from one or two specialist Rangers
from different groups to tackle an emerging (weed or feral) hot spot

•

“We need to get better at communicating what we do as Rangers” as well as promoting our work,
its value to the country and its people – locally, regionally and nationally

•

“We need networks for Rangers” – to support better idea sharing and communications.

Focus Group Breakout Sessions: Discussion and Outputs
During the Forum, participants split into “focus groups” to discuss and report back on the questions
of: What Are Our Biggest Challenges and What Can We Do about them? The results generated by
participants have been consolidated in the Table below under the headings “Biggest Challenges” and
“Solutions”, and a summary of “More Big Challenges”.
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Table 1: What Are Our Biggest Challenges and What Can We Do about them?
Biggest Challenges

Limited finances and resources, communications,
training and education promoting amongst
community and younger generations, compliance
and permit access, feral animals, knowledge of
workplace rules.
Limited opportunities and availability of Fee for
Service (FFS) work and ability for developing income
using “caring for country” skills and resources;
Difficulty in creating environmental services
economy.

Permits and access to country, difficulties managing
the public – visitors and off road vehicle drivers,
verbal permissions and limited or no Ranger powers.
Women Rangers difficulty in balancing work with
family, need more Women Rangers and Facilitators,
more specific training for women Rangers,
resourcing women’s Ranger groups, difficult to start
women’s Ranger groups, adhering to cultural
traditions.
Improve training capacity, and ability to benefit from
existing training;
Poor literacy and numeracy.
Achieving feral-free status with at least some
species, cane toads present causes loss of goannas
and snakes;
Managing outbreaks in otherwise weed or toad/feral
free places.

Relatively limited positions funded under WoC not
enough to look after IPAs (undervalues the IPA);
Reduced and/or loss of government funding.
Ochre card requirement-difficult to obtain, restricts
work opportunities, and represents Intervention
policy.
Managing threats to country such as buffalo and/or
crocodiles in community areas.
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Solutions

Regional partnerships, learning on country, promote
Ranger story, building networks with agencies
(government and NGO), pooling resources with
agencies, sponsorship and FFS work provide money.
Devolvement of permitting and compliance, charge
money for permit administration;
Educate public and countrymen about right time to
burn;
Create training opportunities for Rangers to provide
a broad range of environmental services (eg. Feral
animal and weed management; burning,
monitoring).
Devolve permit provision and compliance to Rangers
on country, using Dhimurru model, permit holders
need Cultural Awareness Training (all public and
visitors to country).
Support for development and operation of women’s
groups from existing men’s Ranger groups, women
need flexibility in working hours;
Good idea to have a Women’s Ranger Forum.

Increase targeted training opportunities for Rangers;
Increase sea Ranger capacity through more
coxswains training;
Use of innovation eg. toad tadpole traps, share
techniques for feral control, consider moratorium on
goanna hunting until they recover;
Construct strategically placed vehicle wash-downs;
Ranger strike force response unit made up of
specially trained Rangers who can hit a specific hot
spot.
More money and positions, need broad spectrum
ability to raise funds;
Uptake carbon farming and sequestration.
Rangers and TOs shouldn’t need a card to teach your
children about culture.
LoC extension addresses this issue to some extent.
Introduce crocodile hunting permits for income,
with permits to be managed by Rangers.
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More Big Challenges
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The hurdles of doing all that is necessary (Incorporation, policy books, due diligence requirements,
budgets, transfer assets, recruitment, positive transition from host organisations) when working
towards becoming an independent operation;
The huge amount of often sensitive and hard work that has to be completed each season (like
burning, weeds, land and sea patrols, equipment maintenance, conservation and research,
continual consultation and negotiation with traditional owners and managers;
Meeting and identifying sustainable resourcing and funding to fulfil changing requirements;
Doing a good job without the ability to undertake: even basic enforcement work (Fisheries are the
exception), poor systems for access permits and oversight (except Dhimurru);
Maintain high standards and increase Ranger capacity and training with limited resources;
Balancing commercial Land Use Agreements and land management work – there may be
contradictions between what Rangers want and what Traditional Owners (TOs) want;
Keeping focussed on the management plan (and making sure everyone knows what it says) and
working to achieve the Vision described by each groups’ original forefathers.

The solutions to these types of challenges are answered within the wording of the challenges
themselves. The solutions require capacity and skill building, good leadership, establishment and
maintenance of good governance, clear and agreed policies – that can respond to change.
Rangers always need to be resilient and flexible, and the ability to understand the issues they face.
Networking with each other can assist to provide information about other solutions to challenges, but
one size does not fit all and we need to be adaptive and smart all the time. Much of the “solution to
our big challenges is how we manage ourselves in order to be sustainable.

Big Idea - Communications
The issue of communications (or the lack of it) both within Ranger groups areas of operations and
between Ranger groups for safety, efficiency and knowledge exchange was again a big topic of
discussion, presenting both a challenge and a demonstrated need. It is not new but the big idea could
be the solution to this barrier.
The need for a reliable radio based communications system/network across Arnhem Land for Rangers
was discussed at length and needs resolution. The discussion focussed on establishment of repeater
stations (Solar powered), costs, and potential for sharing establishment and maintenance cost. This is
a matter that requires attention and commitment to make it work.
It was recommended that a working group be formed to make an assessment and costing as part of a
funding proposal (maybe ABA) for formal endorsement by all Arnhem Land based Ranger groups, to
establish a reliable remote effective communications network across Arnhem Land.

Big Idea – Fee for (Environmental) Services (FFS)
The concerns about funding and the uncertainty of WOC beyond 2017 is increasingly forcing Rangers
to look beyond receipt of government funds to look after Australia’s remnant culturally and
environmentally living landscapes. While carbon farming and sequestration offer some hope for some
groups, others need to look at different options in the so called “hybrid economy” where cultural
knowledge can drive an income (that is culturally, environmentally and economically sustainable) for
Report on East Arnhem Land Ranger Forum - Prepared by Savvy CDC
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Aboriginal people and Ranger groups particularly, from their country – beyond (but including) passive
royalties from land use agreements.
Ranger management and provision of cultural awareness programs, bush foods and medicines,
develop expertise and experience in areas like mining rehabilitation or Telstra site management, the
need to formulate a Ranger group business plan, possibly undertake FFS beyond IPA boundaries,
tourism services, it is important to have a strong prior agreement about how any income is to be used;
and have close connections and awareness of partner agency agendas, and requirements. This is a
topic that needs to be re-opened on a larger scale, and a future forum could be the platform to hear
about the experiences and lessons of Rangers doing FFS work.

Big Idea – Active Networking
The discussion included the possibility of a “networking advisory group” to facilitate the use of contact
information to make relevant information concerning Ranger groups accessible. During the discussion
the importance of governance training (corporations, constitutions, management, board roles,
leadership training) was raised as an important component of doing good caring for country work.
The ideas of: a Newsletter (eg. Kantri Laif was produced by NAILSMA for many years), information on
Facebook page, email groups, and Ranger exchanges were all spoken about as ways to share ideas,
and stories. The matter of Learning on Country (LoC) was raised and it was felt NT Education needs to
listen to what the “Aboriginal community” wants on curriculum, and as such extend LoC as part of
being responsive to a workable solution to meeting a significant community need in education.
A well-developed idea in relation to on ground organisation was spoken to: it required forming
‘cultural blocks’ of land and sea organisations with representatives on a regional body to coordinate
on-ground large landscape scale activities, and ensure priorities are driven by locally responsible
leaders (similar to the role Land Councils are auspiced to fulfil). Such a body could:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Include cultural advisor/s, senior Ranger, coordinator, youth representative , meet 1 or 2 times
annually face to face and also Skype/ teleconference if needed;
Develop joint submissions, proposals of broad scale importance and requiring similarly scaled
resources;
Share information through shared Dropbox, email, on relevant themes (LoC, training and
career pathways, Research agreements);
Shared resources and guides in IT, speciality knowledge, new technology;
Extend invitations to other groups and also sit on Top End Cultural Block group if a good idea
Support young leadership training – seek sponsorship. People from each group on leadership
course and they then participate in aligned young leader part of the cultural block;
Will help to coordinate IPA planning and management across the region, maybe a formal
regional MoU to agree protocols, roles, resourcing, coordination.

The “Active Networking” idea would take some resources and particularly human commitment to
fulfil. It would need to be more fully developed as a concept to show how it is a good investment of
resources, and would need to be hosted in some way. The fact that the need for a collective way of
efficiently providing the services outlined above was voiced, indicates an unmet need, at least for some
Ranger groups.
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Final Session and Forum Wrap up
The goals of the Forum were easily achieved with participants enjoying the opportunities offered
throughout the Forum to meet, to hear each other’s stories and to discuss common problems while
all the time building our Aboriginal Ranger culture, after all our Aboriginal languages are the voice of
caring for country. The Dhimurru and Yirralka Rangers demonstrated how neighbours can work
together with the signing of their MOU celebrated with bungul bringing them together at Maccassan
Beach.
The Aboriginal Ranger movement has not only survived the past 25 years, it has grown and done work
that no-one else in the country could do, and it continues to grow based on the self-awareness that
caring for country means caring for people and caring for culture, it is land rights in action.
The contributions of sponsors and external agencies were acknowledged. The strong desire to hold
another Forum in one or two years was well supported, and considerable discussion held about the
agenda for a future Forum (see Attachment 1).
Such an agenda could include sessions on: research agreements and protocols, including Intellectual
Property protection; new and current technology issues, and particularly improving and managing
communications and monitoring; implementing cultural awareness and two way exchanges in the land
management field; and innovative/alternative funding sources and Fee for Service (FFS).
The strong sentiment of participants was for more Yolngu and Bining speakers/presenters; and the
importance of the field visit, hearing and sharing stories, as well as the opportunity to network and
link up, further drove the strong desire to have, if not a big Forum each year, the opportunity to have
smaller gatherings whenever possible during the next year.
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Djelk Rangers doing their presentation on the Djelk IPA

Dr Rod Kennett with Crocodile Island Rangers talking about Archiving Ranger stories for the future
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Mandaka talking about the Maccasan Stone Pictures at Garahan

Hon Warren Snowdon attending the 2016 Ranger forum and talking to all the Rangers across
Arnhem Land
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Rangers discussing best practise and engaging with partners and agencies to get good outcomes

Tour of the Macassan Stone Pictures talking about Dhimurru management
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Attachment 1: Discussion and Proposed Agenda Items for a Future Forum
•

Dedicated women’s session as a specific part of combined Forum;

•

Include stronger cultural protocols and awareness maybe even more senior cultural advisor
driven. Reinforces a good two way approach;

•

Sessions in language (eg. Yolngu Matha);

•

Holding a Forum every year may be too much effort, cost so make every 2 years with Ranger
exchanges in between for more on ground learning; Smaller forums for other areas (limited
numbers);

•

Travel logistics: Funding and who supports it – WOC and IPA funding? Continue to seek partners
to sponsor the Forum and to help organise logistics, and/or provide in-kind support or funding;

•

Timing during early June, is cool clear weather and before main early fire burning season ;

•

Maybe few more practical outdoor sessions a bit like the weeds session on the site visit;

•

Topics could include coastal and sea patrols, fire, weeds, ferals, LoC, public speaking, history and
cultural learning and awareness, data collection;

•

More two way learning, language, cultural/law sessions not just “western” environmental focus;

•

More concurrent breakout sessions on different topics;

•

Avoid getting too big because we lose local relevance, stick to culturally linked regions;

•

Ask Jawun or other philanthropic agency for an event planner/organiser placement to help the
Coordinator organise a future Forum;

•

The Garma venue is very good, but possibly a need to hold the Forum at different locations, might
mean smaller numbers;

•

More younger Ranger involvement, and regarding public speaking – even more Rangers talking;

•

Training at forum, attendance by bigger numbers of Rangers could create a good economy of scale
to provide training sessions.
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Escarpment view Gulkula – Ganbullabulla Country
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